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  6:56 simmontemplar: Hi, Lost H !! 

» likewise 

  6:58 pathworld: hi all 

  6:59 mollymidway: sound is excellent 

» i just checked 

» lol 

  7:00 simmontemplar: Hi Molly 

  7:00 pathworld: hi all 

  7:00 simmontemplar: hi Path ! 

  7:00 lost_horizon: Hi, Simmon, Path, Molly 

  7:00 pathworld: not very loud 

  7:00 hawklady: hello 

  7:01 pathworld: ok sound good 

  7:01 lost_horizon: Hi, Hawklady 

  7:01 auriah: hi all!  

  7:01 hawklady: Hi LH and AU 

  7:02 lost_horizon: Hi, Auriah 

  7:02 pathworld: hi auriah ,hawk lost .sin simmon and all 

  7:02 sinhog:  

  7:03 mollymidway: mic change 



  7:03 lost_horizon: & Sinhog 

  7:03 hawklady: hey path, what's up 

  7:03 lost_horizon:  

  7:03 simmontemplar: Ariah ! Hawk L. and Sinhog !! greetings 

  7:04 lost_horizon: loud and clear 

» phone is clear here 

  7:05 sinhog: Use your Outdoor voice  

  7:06 auriah: Have to work in the kitchen while listening for a bit... 

  7:07 susankester: hello 

  7:07 lost_horizon: Hi, Susan 

  7:08 susankester: hi lost 

  7:09 lost_horizon: bottom pg 59, & top pg 60 

  7:11 auriah: yes 

  7:15 hawklady: how do you hold on to that marker? 

  7:22 simmontemplar: Comment Molly: This situation has been explored in the HBM when we 
try to stay in Attention and hold back the will of the machine. Is that the metaphor of "pain"? 

» and question 

» is this any different ? 

» aren't we repeating the same escenario ? 

» renouncement , abandon 

» could you Molly pass that comment and question to David ? 

  hawklady: I don't think Molly is there, Ivan will have to go and read in a few mintues 

  simmontemplar: thank you Hawk L. 



  hawklady:  

» okay, it's a beautiful space 

  simmontemplar: now we are gaining clarity, objectivity\, in the face of death 

  auriah: be willing, wanting and inted to go 

  pathworld: i go to the way point and meditate 

  auriah: it seems that I can feel it slipping away that space and serenity, and find myself 
clinging and trying desperately to go back. the more I try the less I go... 

  pathworld: i go to hell in d2 h c and play ? 

  hawklady: attention either on my HBM or on anything particular, will open the space for me. 

  mollymidway: (Iven here) with the intention of voyaging.... 

  auriah: but when I stop and see and laugh at my clinging, I simply sit, and remember where I 
was and how it felt and it opens up and I'm there again 

  hawklady: it could be the voice of someone, even a movie or listening to the news, 

» that's nice Ivan, believeing in what limitation we have; because there is none, we place it there 

  starshaper: I diffuse my attention out into the surroundings and beyond and feel love. 

  sinhog: Thanks David ,,great show tonite 

  simmontemplar: yes, mine is still pending 

  silverdale: Thanks David & Ivan for guiding us through these "deep woods" tonight. 

  starshaper: Thanks everyone. 

  hawklady: thank you Ivan and David, and everyone, loved being in this space with you all 

» good night all 

  susankester: goodnight all 

  mollymidway: Good night all... 

  lost_horizon: Thank you all 



» goodnight 

  pathworld: Thank you all ,David and Ivan 

» goodnight 

  muspelspark: Thank you all 

  simmontemplar: Thank you folks, thanks David, Ivan, 'til next time ! 

  auriah: great class! : ) 

 


